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Making Space Speak 

.. A PLA CE SET A PART IN TH E MIDD LE OF T HE CITY 

All Greek gods are violent, in their fashion. D ionysos' specialty is to con
nect interior violence-violence of phrenes, distorted perception, indi
vidual emotional storm-with performed, exterior violence: violence 
done and seen, out in the world. H is persona is the fostering link be
tween madness and murder. 

Tragedy, like Athens' physical theater, belongs in Dionysos' precinct. 
It grew up while histori,.ns and scientists formulated and worked on the 
principle that one infers interior movement-and the movement they 
too were interested in was mostly violent- from external movement, 
movement you could see.' Tr,.gedy is this principle's dramatic truth. Its 
performed violence is only nominally onstage. It happens unseen. Spec
tators infer it and watch others doing so. Scenes like Aiskhylos, Agamem
non 1342-46 may sound Ia bored and absurd to us, easily parodied. But 
sounding, inference, is precisely what they are about: 

Chorus: What mortal could boast of existence 
with unpunishing daimon 
when these things he hears?:l 

Agamemnon (within): Alas, I am struck 
with a timely blow within. 

Chorus: Hush! who cries . . . 
wounded with a blow? 

Agamemnon: Alas again! l am struck with a second 
blow. 

Nott: This is an abndged version of a chaprcr in my forthcoming book In and Out of tht 
Mind: C rttk lmagts ojtl•t Tragic Stlj. whose center is tragedy's metaphors of mind and their 
relatiOn to tragic madness, physiology, causality, and character, especially as these arc con
cerned with the linking up of outside to inside. 

1 S11mbal/omai tols tmphautSita mi ginoskomtno, Hcrodotos, 1. 33 .l; opsis ton adi/On to phol· 
IIOmtiiO, Anaxag .. FVS 8 l la . cr. Hippokrates, Sacrtd Diuost 10.40, Ancient Mtdicillt, 14, 
De vlctu 1.11, G. E. R. Lloyd, Polarity and Analogy (Cambridge, 1966), HI, 343-44, J.IJ - j6. 

1 Akouo11 is the last word before Agamemnon's shout. Todt, its object, refers to the cho
rus' meditation on his victory and its likely cost ( 13J 1-40). 
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Chorus: The deed is done 
it seems to me 
from the king's cries. 
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T his is the cheater exulting in possibilities of relating inside to outside, 
unseen to seen, private inner experience to the external watching and 
guessing of others: a concrete parallel to t ragedy's personal dimension. 
All over tragedy, men and women suffer within, in their emotions. 
O ther figures, and spectators, infer this unseen pain from words. One 
cannot see into another person's feelings. No external mark can tell us 
what people arc inside.J We infer what is in them from how they look 
and what they say. The physique of Dionysos' theater, its contrasts of 
unseen and apparent space, embodies the personal dialectics ofDionysos' 
tragedy. 

These dialectics rise from the audience's experience of people in real 
(civic and convivial) life. You cannot open up a man w ith a scalpel and 
see what he is within, says a contemporary drinking song. 4 From the be
ginning, the agora, center of assembly and commerce, had a "theatrical" 
character. It once functioned as a theater. This was remembered in the or
khestra , part of the agora where the dancing-floor had once been. As the 
city-state developed in classical times, the theater became "a sort of du
plicate agora. "S Both were meeting-places, where male citizens felt, and 
saw themselves as, part of the civic body; where important speeches 
were set before them. Both qualify for the barbarian's suspicious descrip
tion, as reported by the Athens-struck Greek histo rian, of the agora, " a 
place set apart in the middle of the cit y, in which men get together and 
tell one another lies" (Herodotos, 1. 1 53). Being part of the citizen body 
in the agora shaped the citizens' experience as put of a tragic audience. 
T hey saw co-members of the audience across the theater. Any audience's 
self-awareness is an aspect of the way that audience completes its play.6 
Plays are put "in front of" us. But at Athens they were acted inside: in
side the horseshoe circle that embodied the community. T he audience's 

J Eur., Mtd. 516, Hipp. 915-19, EJ. 373-74, 367, J8s. 
• PMC 889 (473); sec W. S. Barrell, ed. and comm., Eurip1dts Hippolytos (Oxford, 1964). 

comment on line 915 (340). 

l Sokrates bought a book in the orlthistro rn the agora, Plato, A pol. 16 D-E, sec J. Adam, 
ed . . Ploto11is Apologia Somnis (Cambridge, Eng. , 1939), ad Joe. and Appendix 1. See It E. 
Wychcrlcy, Howtht Crttlts Built Citits, :1d cd. (New York and London, 197J), jO-jr; cf. 
T .B. L. Webster, Cruk Tiltoltr Producti011 (London, 1956), s. 

6 Erika Simon, The Ancimt Theater, trans. C. E. Vafopoulou-Richardson (London and 
N ew York, 1981), 7: '"ln the theater the audience completes the ... cr~tion. •· Sec the 
pro fessional's point of view, Peter Brook, Tht Empty Sport (Harmondswonh, 1971), 1 4~. 
ljO. 
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identi ty as a self-conscious member of that com munity was part of its ex
perience of tragedy. An actor's entry into that space was entry into the 
attention of those who felt and saw themselves to be the city. And being 
the city meant judging, or inferring, the in terior of others on the basis of 
what they had done and said; from how they had, publicly, seemed. The 
assembly and the law courts were a kind of theater, the theater an assem
bly-place, a court. In all these, it was crucial that you could not sec inside 
another person and yet , somehow, you must. You, and the community, 
must proceed as if you could. 

II 

These spectators, facing their space where masked men told lies and 
made illusion, shared more with the people inside the sem blances into 
which they hoped to see, than we do with actors in our theater. Each 
chorus was a group of citizens, trained at the expense of a rich citizen 
who wanted to be seen as public-spirited. Many spectators had sung in 
choruses themselves. They knew the people singing. T hey entered the 
theater by the same route, the eisodoi, used by the acto rs and by the cho-· 
rus on their entrance, whereas among us " the m oment of perfor-~ 
mance .. . is reached through two passageways-the foyer and the stage' 
door. " 7 · 

Shared experience of the orkhestra . Shared route into the theater:! _ 
Shared light, too; the audiences were not differentiated from performers 
by darkness. 8 T he differences between them and the players were contin
gent. In Peter Brook's terms, this was "necessary theater," w here the 
distinction between audience and players lies in architecture and role;9 
not, as with us, in profession and experience. 10 Audience and player~ 

7 Brook, Empty Spaet. 14 1. 

1 Fifth-century Athenians perhaps experienced something like early European mge 
lighting in temples. e.g ., lighting and light-contrasts on Athem's sutue in the Puthenon. 
Their temples were doubtless theatrical, in our terms. But nothing like thai-a lit figure, 
surrounding dark-happened in the theater. 

9 ln a "necessary theater" there is "only a practical difference between ac1or and audi
ence, not a fundamental one"; Brook, Empty Spact, r_so. Cf. Arnud's visron of an ideal 
theater which would abolish the separateness of actors and audience. Light will ··fall upon 
the public as much as upon the actors"; "direct communication will be re-established be
tween the spectator and the spectacle, between the actor and the spectator." A. Aruud, 
"The The2ter of Cruelty, First and Second Manifestos."' (1938). trans . M. C . Richards in 
Tht Tlttory oftht Modtm Stagt, cd. E. Bentley (Harmondsworth, 1976), 61-62. 

•o By the mid-f1fth century, speak ing actors were professionals. But their profession was 
p robably not insututionali7.ed until the fourth century. DFA, 93f., 279. Singers for di thy-' 
rarnb were chosen on a tribal basis, but for tragedy and comedy this restriction was not 
made. In the fourth century there were professional singers from which a khorigos could 
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shared the festival; they entered by the same route. T he chorus in the or
khiscra, composed of citizens, was in several senses halfway between the 
audience and the actors. 

Spectators also shared the players' concern in how the whole thing 
went. O n the last day of the fes tival there was an assembly, attended by 
all. Prizes were given and everyone exam ined the conduct of no t only the 
fes tival offi cials, but the spectators. 11 

Some contrasts between audience and players, built into our expecta
tions of dramatic experience, were absent, therefore , from Dionysos' 
theater. Another absence interlocks with these. On our stage, light o r
chestrates the spectators' feeling by contrasting tones. Western under
standing of theatrical space was changed fo rever by Adolph Appia and 
the subsequent development of his ideas about the use of light. Light is 
now theater's m ost important plastic medium, "scene-painter, inter
preter," with " the character of a form in space." It di rects our emotions. 
Its mobility, its plasticity, are part of our theatrical language. 11 

Because of the way we use light, our theatrical response is "intensified 
by an aesthetic emphasis upon extension in space ... expressing dy
namic patterns of human beings in action, who move through fluctuat
ing planes of light; these in turn create a dynamic interplay of contours 
and forms. " 13 The pattern of our emotional experience of the play is not 
only paralleled but controlled by the imaginary spatial archi tecture, an il
lusionary structure created by light. 

Can we think theater lighting out of our own experience? We might 
argue that the music, with its emotionally significant modes, fulfilled the 
role of lighting in the Greek theater. 14 A fl ute-player on a Greek vase 
painting is o ften a sign that this scene is not m ythical but from a tragedy 

choose his chorus (ibid. 90) but khortutai themselves probably had no professional status. 
The community supplied many citizen choruses. men and boys, for manifold functions. 
Only their trainer wu a professional. He and the chorus were paid. There were several dis
tinctions (often temporary ones) bcrween performers and audience. But these distinctions 
were nor so institutionalized, nor so hard and fast. (a) as in the fourth century, or (b) as now 
in Western theater. Sec also the esny by Slater in this volume. 

11 See DFA, 68-70. 
u L. Simonsen, "The ldas of Adolphe Appia,"" in Bentley, Tlttory, JJ-so. The theater 

"organizes·· sounds and light into a '"hieroglyph," Artaud, "Cruelty,"" s6 (in Bentley). 
'' Simoruen, '"Ideas,"" so. 
u T here were "modes" proper to tragedy, to a particular range of feeling and action; 

DFA, 158-.S9· The narure of a ch mode was widely known in the last half of the fifth cen
tury; W. D. Anderson, Ethos and Education in C rttlt Music (C:1mbridge, Mass., 1966) 11 , 
34-36. 61. The tragedhn-composer must have used music to color the drama emotionally. 
Appia developed his own technique and theory of stage light.ing as a consciow implement 
of emotional manipulation o nsugc:, while working for Wagner. under the stimulus of rhe 
tempo and color of his scores. Simonsen, " ldea.s," 4 1. 
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depicting that myth. ln painters' code, the musical nature of tragedy-~
came one of tragedy's identifying characteristics.'5 Did that charactenst1~ 
caJly tragic accompaniment direct the audience's feelings about the 
words it accompanied? 

Probably. But these two w ays of manipulating dramatic feeling arc 
not identical, though they are similar, and, in our world, related. T rage
dy's music was a vital part of the play but provided nothing like the illu~ 
sory sense of extended space which modern lighting creates. The tragic 
poets, unlike modern producers, extended thei_r world b_y language only. 

T his is not, of course, an absence of techruque. It s1mply means we 
must think away features of our own response to drama, to concentrate 
on what was actually present in that theater. This is the more useful ap~ 
proach to mental experience in tragedy, to~, especially the indige~~us 
sense of divinity in the human world and mmd . For among th~ ~OSitJve 
elements in that theater, lacking in ours, is the central fact that c1v1c space 
was also d ivine. This theater, like mind, city, self, was a human structure 
with a divine presence within it: part ofDionysos' p recinct. Its altar ~ay 
have been the focus of choral dances, and the site fo r the accompanymg 
flutist, simultaneously a sacred and a choreographic center.16 There was 
no rmally a stage altar too. 17 The theater's fictive world, li~e its r_eal c~n
text, had a sacred focus. The libations in the theater, and ItS punficauon 
by death (of a suckling pig), underscored the rel igious nature of occasion 
and space.l 8 

The theater was dose to Dionysos' temple, rebuilt during that cen~ 
tury. The priest ofDionysos was the chief member ofth~ audience. :9 We 
lack this central emotional dimension to the theatncal cxpenence,• 
charged with the relationship between divinity and huma~ity, an~ a_ll _the, 
tensions which belonged to the relationship with that pa_rucular d1_v~mty~ 
The syntax of fifth-century theater is a product of Atheman male o uzens,. 

•s J. Denley, "Hydria-fragmcnts from Corinth," HtSptria :1.4 (1955): JOJ,_J '~· J14, 318; 
DFA, 179-86. The "8ute" was standard accompaniment to song and recitatiVe In tragedy, 
the lyre mainly for special effects. Flu1e players are in place at other performances too (seen, 
e.g .• on vases showing dithyrambic contests). But when t~~y kee_p "strange co.r;'pany" on 
vases, this normally indicates a dramatic context; Beazley, H ydna-fragments. J t4. 

•6 SeeP. Arnott. G rttk Sunit Convtntioru (Oxford, 196:1.), 4J- 4S· 
t7 Was this a permanent part of the theater? Arnott, G rttk S(tnit Cot~utntions, 43-53. s8-

S9. argues that it was. When Pollux, 4.1 ~J calls it the aguiios bomos, Amott says he means the 
permanent altar of Apollo Agyieus. Dut Oliver Taplin, Tht Staguraft of Amhylus (Oxford, _ 
1977), 1o6, 117, doubts that a permanent suge altar served as, e.g .. Dareios' tomb. He pre-• 
fers an early mound in the theater, levelled out ca. 46o when the skini w~s made. Does Pol- • 
lux's word aguieos suggest the altar was portable (as many were; see Yav1s, Grttk Alun (St. 
Louis, 1949) 17:1.-75)? The main point is that many plays need some altar to be represented 
somewhere in the theater. 

•• DFA, 67. 
19 TDA, 16, 19, 143; DFA, ~68. 
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experience of and inferences about, not only o ther people, but Dionysos, 
inside and outside people, inside and outside the theater. 

SPA T IAL Sv wr Ax 

Within the theater's shared space, the fi rst distinction is between space 
for the audience, tlleatron, where the audience went tlltastllai, to watch, 
and orkhestra, which the chorus entered orklteistltai, to dance. Spaces were 
named after the role of people in them.10 Interest in the spectators' role 
grows from the time ofPeisistratos' organization of the festival. Painters 
depict spectato rs as well as performers . :u Two spaces, two roles; they 
balance each other . 

Within the performing space, a second contrast: orkltestra and skini 
(from ske11eo, " I dwell," " I am billetted," of soldiers in camp). Skene in 
military contexts means "tent," or in the plural, "camp" (e.g. , Aristo
phanes, Thesmopl1oriazousai 658). It also means "market stall." Things 
that are fl imsy, but crucially important-for a while. 

In our context its meaning is "stage building," the hut behind the act
ing space fo r actors to change between scenes. The two actors (three, 
later in the century) took speaking parts in turn, often switching roles be
tween scenes,n and entered the skene to do so. They often stayed within 
it (we assume) while o ther things happened; while, for instance, a choral 
ode was sung. 23 

In the fifth century, the skini was wooden, like most of the spectators' 
seats. 24 One temporary wood structure balanced the otheL It had a fiat 
roo( Actors stood on it: like the Watchman (probably) opening the Aga
mtmnon. It was used for divine epiphanies. 2 S In the Psuc!tostasia, Zeus, 
weighing the fates of Akhilleus and Memnon, and their respective moth
ers, possibly all appeared on it.26 

.., O rkhistra, used of the theater, appears first in IArist. ), Prob. 901 BJo. Theatron can 
mean simply "audience," even of nontragic events. Later it came to mean the whole group 
of buildings connected with the theater. 

•• Simon, Theattr, J-S; sec M. Bieber, The Hutory of the Gru k and R oman Thtattr 
(Princeton, 1961), 54, fig. 220. 

u Sec DFA. IJS, 137f.; Simon, T htattr, 6; Taplin, Staguraft. 452. 
• l Though actors did not necessarily leave the stage during a choral song; Taplin, Stage· 

craft, H· 
a. TDA, :1.3- 24; Simon, Thtattr, s-6; Taplin, Staguraft, 452£. 
l) Taplin, Staguraft, 440. «5· Watchman in Agamtmnon: Simon. Thtaltr, 1. gives the 

conventional view. Taplin, Stagecraft, 276-77, argues against. 
l6 T hough Taplin, Sltlgtcraft, 431-JJ , doubts this and thinks the weighing may not have 

been done onstage at all. nor Zeus have appeared as a character. 
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The skini probably appeared only around 46o B._c. E:. and _the ?resteia 
(458) may well be the first extant drama to use th1s h1dden mtenor •. fa
cade, and door.l7 When we talk of the skini in tragedy. we are tal kin~, 
probably, of the Oresteia, the first modern tragedy-drama whose care IS 

the potent fatal interiority, deceptions, history, of house and person-

and after. 
In ancient critical literature, skini often refers to the space in front of 

the stage building. "Those from {or on] the skini" are the people who 
usc that space: actors, not chorus. Actors and chorus have their. own 
areas: the space in front of the skini, the circle of the orkhistra. But m the 
fifth century there is coming and going between these spaces. Actors step 
into the chorus' space. and vice versa. 18 There was probably so~e 
wooden dais for the stage. but it was probably low, and easy to ncgoo
ate.l9 It was only in later centuries that firs t the Greek, then the Roma~~ 
theater raised the actors ' stage and thereby entirely prevented that physi-

cal interchange. 
Within the performing space, then, spatial contrast defined the role of 

people belonging in each space: the single actor versus the group. Ther~ 
is physical as well as verbal interchange between these. The early func~ 
tion of the hupokritis was probably to "answer" the chorus.l0 The two 
come to and from , into and out of each other's space, a visual parallel ~or 
the dialogue between them, the simplest example of the way th~t .spau~ 
relationships become the physical vehicle fo r emotional and pol.mcal re:· 
lationships. Spatial oppositions reify others. The skini roof, for m.stance,, 
is often (not exclusively) used for gods. Gods appear at .a d1~eren~ 
" level," mirroring the role gods p.lay in plot and huma~ r~lauonshtps or 
feelings. The language of space IS part of the t.raged1an s arm~ry, by 
which he lets each moment of the play suggest simultaneously dtfferent 

>7 There is controversy here; I am convinced by Taplin, SUJgtcra.ft, 4Sl-S9. esp. 454, who 
accepts and argues for Wilamowiu's suggestion that t~c Orrsrti~ is .the first extant drama to 
usc the sltlni. Once the sltini was introduced, dnmallsts used 1t v1v1dly. Nearly every e~~ 
cant tragedy ofSophoklcs and Euripides uses it positively (!aplin, ~tagecra.ft, 455). 

>1 Taplin, Stagtcra.ft, 128, 44z; Simon, Theater, 7; sec B1ebcr, Hutory, 66, f1g. 153 (Or· 
estes and Pylad~ stand on orchestra level, represented as soil). Segregation of ~etors. and~ 
chorus really began in the fourth cenmry (Taplin, Stagtcra.ft, 452. n. 1) but was not mvanable 

even then. ., 
>9 So most modem authorities: "some broad steps" (Simon, Theattr, 7), a "low suge•l 

(Taplin, Stagrcra.ft, .441). There must have been something for '.he underground channel to 
run under (Taplin, Slaitcra.ft, 448, "some crude cove~d trench' ). . 

)O This is a controversial point. Classic formulations in G. F. Else, Aristotle's PoetiCs: Thr 
Argumn:t (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), 167; DTC, 79· The "answerer" interpretatiOn IS as
sumed by Simon, Tht41tr, j, defen<kd by T . V. Buurey, "H~~-o in Aristo~~~nes a~d h~: 
polmtis," CRBS 18 (t9n): s- 2.3. Dut hupokritis ~n also m~an mtcrpretcr, dccb_1mer, 
and m1ght have been applied to the actor from UliS semanuc field, al least by the mJd-fiflh, 
century. Sec also the essay by Svenbro in this volume. • 
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aspects of one idea. "Distanced epiphanies,"l 1 gods appearing above hu
man beings: one of their functions is to symbolize the weightier (higher?) 
divine causality of many tragic plots. 

I I 

So far, we have investigated contrasts between visible spaces of the thea
ter. But one of Greek tragedy's " triumphs" is to make manifest scenes 
"far in the Unapparent. "P. Tragedy's most potent contrast is between 
the seen and "the unapparent," between visible and imagined space. 

Several kinds of invisible space, in fact. One was space-at-a-distance, 
the elsewhere. Places the speaators were invited to imagine when some
one came in from f:~r off, bringing news from outside, from a battle, 
mountain, foreign city, or Ddphic oracle, via one of the two eisodoi, 
"roads in." Dramatists could use the opposition between left and right to 
underline emotion hanging around a character and her fate. Tension be
tween the eisodoi was part of tragedy's "symbolic topography." In sup
pliant plays, for instance, it was expected that one eisodos led "out" 
(abroad), and one Jed "in" (to the protecting city); one in the direction of 
danger, the other of safety.ll 

Then there is space within:H within the skini building, whether it rep
resents a palace or temple, cave, or grove. This unseen space is a cul
de-sac. The eisodoi lead out and beyond, to change, but the door leads 
within, to closed space. There is no way out.J.l What happens in there is 
the plot's trapped outcome and dead end, the image ofinevitability. This 
imaginary unseen has a complex spatiality, built often in detail in the au
dience's mind. Messengers from within offer spectators a way of making 

I' Oliver Taplin, Crtek Tragedy ;,. Actio11 (Oxford, 1978), 119. 
l> T . Hardy, preface to TI1c Dyuasts. He asks why these should not be repeated and re

plies: "the meditative world is ... more quizzical ... less able . .. to look through the 
insistent substance at the thing signified." 

ll Oliver Taplin, "Sophocles in His Theater," in Soplroclt, cd. J. de Romilly, Entreticru 
Hardt l9 (Geneva, 198a), IS?-69. He shows how in the Oid. Tyr. the cisodoi can indicate 
respectively roads from and to Thebes, and so express visually the "circuit" of O idipous' 
life . 

H H . Scolnikov, "Theater Space, Theatrical Space, and the Theatrical Space Without," 
in Tloc Theatrical Spau, ed. J. Redmond (Cambridge, 1987), t 1-17, stresses that in perfor
nuncc the unseen theatrical space is as real as the visible (14). But her equation of"space 
without" as "conceived space" and " space within" as "perceived space" confuses the G~ek 
situation, though it fils he r examples from other traditions. She says that the tkltuklima 
pushes the without into the within (16). But (a) in Greek terms these arc reversible, and (b) 
it makes better Greek sense to strtss the reverse. My usc of "space within" corresponds 
therefore to her usc of"space without." 

H Taplin, "Sophocles," 1 sS. When there lras to be a way out (as sometimes happens later 
in New Comedy) a special explanation is put forward: see A. M. Dale, Collected Papm 
(Cambridge, 1969), 12.7-18, on Philoktctcs' ave. 
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real space that does no t exist, the interior geometry of a ftctive house. An 
eyewitness describes to those outside the attempt of Orestes and Pylades 
to murder Helen inside the palace: 

They entered; came 
beside the chair of Helen 
whom Paris won. 
They sat down 
low, one this side, one that . 
cast suppliant hands about her knees. 
•••• ••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 

One led her forward 
and she followed .. 
his colleague . . . 
closed them all . . . 
inside the halls. 

(Eur., Or. r 409-48) 

Analogously, the poet invites his audience to imagine there are wom
en behind the costumes worn by those male acto rs. By the end of 
three days, they had seen many female figures in the tragedies, .whose 
femaleness they had created in their own imaginations. To mask thetr male , 
selves, actors playing women may have worn long white sleeves un~er 
their robes, corresponding to vase painters' portrayal of women wtth , 
white skin, without shading, in contrast to red male bodies whose vol
ume was indicated by shading.J6 The two important interiors spectators 
had to imagine for themselves, woman and house, were in Greek soci
eties (as in others) bound closely together in male perceptions. Men ex
pected not to know all of what Ia y within. J? They imagined b.ut did n~t 
know. Conflict in the dramas between male and female, pubhc and pn-, 
vate, knowledge and imagination, is intricately related to the theater's 
physical contrast between real and imagined, se.en an~ unseen space. . . . 

The tragedian also invited the members ofh1s audJence to make VlVl~._ 
for themselves the family's history, time past and now invisible except to r 
those gifted, like Kassandra, in seeing the unapparent. The unseen ~is
tory of the immediate stage-moment parallels the unseen space of acoon ... 
Spectato rs construct both in their imagination, guided by hints from the . 
poet. 

J6 Simon, Thtattr, 1 3; DFA, 102.; A. Rumpf. "Classici ~nd Post-Ciusiol Greek P~int- . 

ing. ")HS 77 (1947): ro-11. . . .. 
J7 " It seems not fitting thu 3 man should know all that passes w1thm the: house:, [ Ar· .. 

is1.), Ouon. J.l. ., 
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Unseen space, unshared time: they are significant not only in them
selves, but as image and parallel for the unseen thoughts and feelings 
which the actors' words convey. Unseen space, unseen feelings , comple
ment and contrast with sensibly perceived spac~ acts, language: they are 
echo chambers within which acts and words reverberate. But they lie 
within the spectators who create them in imagination. 

From one point of view, it is the action that happens on the stage that 
is important to the audience. The act offstage is fleshed out in the audi
ence's imagination only by attemion given to it onstage.JS But from an
other point of view, the onstage actions are there to create invisible 
(more obsessing, more terrible) space :md action in the audience's mind, 
just as tragedy's words are important partly because they create in the 
mind a picture of emotions surging within the speaker: emotions which 
are imagined to cause, and be expressed by, the language. 

Words in relation to invisible emotion, onstage action in relation to 

1 
unseen events, g ive the audience the occasion to construct an image of an 
unseen interior, fatally torn. Words, like the cheater's visual parapherna
lia, join the unseen to the apparent. Behind the skene is an imagined space 
which the theater conceals but continually refers to. The important tragic 
act will happen unseen and mostly within. We think of unseen acts as per
formed offstage. For the Athenians it was within-stage, inside something 
w ithin the spectators' fi eld of vision, but into which they could not see. 
They inferred what they could not see from what they could. 

One more concealed interior: tragedy refers continually to the under
world. In Iacer Greek theater, when the stage was high, ghosts, fu ries, 
and rivers rose from a trapdoor in its floor. In the fifth century there was 
probably a furrow under the acting area, through which the actor play
ing, say, the ghost of Dareios could rise when he was summoned ("not 
with an easy road out") from Hades.39 

Tragic language gestures to the lower world all the time. Erinyes and 
the dead affec t present action, rising to this world to do so. The audience 
expects such forces to rise from below. The dead are much with the fig
ures of tragedy-a motive force in many plays, not only plays of venge
ance, or arguments about some corpse. In real life, the spectators knew 
they trod ground that contained and concealed the dead. In the theater 
they saw human figures walking above a hidden unseen. Time and place 
that belong to the dead are alive in the tragic present, in tragic space. The 

Jl So Taplin. Aaion, 16o. 

JY Aiskh., Pusians 63o-90, 839; cf. Prometltetu 1093 . Even ~ fifth-century Prometheus 
could thus dis~ppc:u downw~rd. M~ny scholars have denied this tnpdoor to fifth-century 
Athens, notably TDA. J s. 51, 65, 2.10. But others argue forcibly for it. Taplin, Stagtcra.ft, 
2.18, 2.74. 447-48, comes down on their side. 
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tragic theater is :a threshold to the underworld, paradigm of a place in 
which the dead impinge on the living, the past on the present. 40 

Important events happen in, imponant forces issue from, any of t~ree 
unseen interiors: house, underworld- "house" of H ades-and mmd. 
The house, like the underworld, could function as an image of mind, and 
color Greek associations to what happens in it. So could any interior 
where human met d ivinity, any sacred enclosure.~ 1 Connections made in 
the Greek imagination among mind, temple, cave, grove, underworld
houses or homes of divinities- contributed to the contemporary indi
vidual's experience of unseen space and unseen self in a tragic perfor
mance. 

THE STAGE F ACADE: ILL USION O F DEPTH 

C hannels connect seen and unseen spaces: the underground entrance, the 
two side entries. But the central barrier between seen and unseen is the 
skene front. 

On this boundary the relation of illusion to reality is at its most in
tense. The audience knows that the skene is the factory of illusion where 
actors put on and exchange masks. In this hidden space the poet fabri
cates a potent alternative space, with internal spatial d ivisions (made in 
messenger speeches), with geometries ofhuman relationships that spatial 
divisions represent. All this inside one lonely lump in the audience's field 
of vision. There is a doubleness in the way the audience members see the 
skene. T he whole theatrical space, which they can see, contains another 
space which they cannot. T he imaginary fuJI space, the house, the image 
of bonded relationships on which human society depends, is concealed 
w ithin the real, comparatively empty public space, the performing area. 
Yet it is also visible, at the center of the audience's sight. 

All this makes it very different from the background facade in a pros
cenium arch theater, which is large and often partial. In Greek, the actors 
are " those from" as well as " those on the skene." Their fi gures emerge 
from an illusion-making enclosure. Anaxarkhos (the fourth-century De
mokritean philosopher, who went to India with Alexander) compares. 

40 Pichrd-Cambridge, in DTC, 1o6-7, believes that the experience of the dead as a liv
ing force is intrinsic to tragic form. Cf. the Greek practice of exposing the bier outside the 
door of the house (TDA , 111). T ragedy, so concerned with the dead, happens where you 
place your real-life dead: ou~Side the door. 

•• 1 argue and document these points in I" 1mdOut oftht Mmd. 
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ordinary existence to the painting on the skene. He means that o rdinary 
things arc illusory, are like impressions encountered in sleep, like the 
painted facade representing a theatrical house. 4l 

The skene, then, is both the center and the margin of illusion. Its face is 
the boundary between seen and hidden, where these two dualities, seen 
and unseen, reality and illusion, touch. We might remember that the 
theater's own reality, established here in Dionysos' precinct, is iUusion. 

What did the Athenians do with this all-important wall? Can we re
construct what the audience saw when it looked at the skeni? 

N ot with certainty. There is enormous controversy about that wall. 
The evidence is mostly post- fifth century and capable of many interpre
tations. Any account of painting on the fifth-century skene front is 
speculative. 43 But the theater's visual appearance was part of contempo
rary emotional experience of tragedy. Not to take a view on scene paint
ing would be to dodge the issue. Some evidence for it does exist. If we 
have ideas about the whole of tragedy, scene painting must take its place 
in these. 

II 

We might start with the word, skenographia. It first appears in the fourth 
century, meaning painting on the skene. 44 

Later, however, in Larin as well as Greek, the word is often associated 
purely with architectural drawing, and seems sometimes almost to mean 
"drawing an architectural facade in linear perspective.-"45 But nowhere 
can scaenographia be proved actually to mean " the use of linear perspec
tive." It may have come to mean simply " drawing the facade of a build
ing." But it might stem to mean "using linear perspective" because 
Vitruvius, when he describes the process of facade drawing, does so in 
terms of the perspective of ca. 20 a.c.E. •6 Some kind of perspect ive is 

•• Sec Sextus Empiricus. Adversus m13thtml3ticos 1· 1. 88. 
• 1 I discuss rival theories and possible usc of this evidence more fully in an appendix to /11 

a11d Out oftht Mi11d. 
•• Anaxarkhos, and Arist., Pott. 1449A18-19 (deleted, along w ith so much, by Else, Ar· 

istotle's Poetics. 
• l Scae11ographia is wrongly assumed by many scholars, e.g., Granger (Loeb cd. ofViuu

vius) and E. Keuls, Plato a11d Greek Pai11litrg (Lei den, 1978), 63, to mean "use o f linear per
spective. " 

•6 The key passage (apable of d ifferent intcrpreutions; see J. White, "Pnspcctivc in An
cient Drawing and Painting, " JHS supp. 7 [1956)) is Vitruv. , 1.2. 2 : Statt~ographia tst.frot~tis 
tl lattn.rm abS(tlldtlltium odumbratio od circirriqut Ulllrum omrrium lirrearium repo11sus. Whatever 
the technicalities of optics implied by Vitruvius' account (see M . F. Burnycat, "All the 
World's a Stage-Painting" [forthcoming)), "facade-drawing" would be a wholly adequate 
mtallitsg for the word. It can rtjer to several different things. 
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used by his day, and there are Roman paintings which seem to have 
found (perhaps by accident) the single viewpoint, core of Renaissance 
perspective. 47 

We should give the word's later history due weight, when we consider 
the skeni of the stage to which it f1rst referred. If skenographia came later 
to mean "drawing a building's facade ," it did so mainly because the stage 
was where you saw such facades drawn. The likelihood is that from the 
first, tragic scene painting consisted of fiat panels, painted w ith architec
tural shapes-columns, pediment, roof-attached more or less perma
nently to the skine wall.-48 By the fourth century, vase painters often use 
an architectural frame, perhaps just two or four columns , as a tragic hall
mark. Their scene represents a moment from tragic drama. 49 

Some tragedies, of course, were set away from civilization and its sign, 
a human building. The skene must then have stood for a cave- as in 
many satyr-plays-or a grove. Would the panels be changed for such 
tr:agedies? Some scholars suppose that Philoktetes' cave, for example, 
was marked by rocky outlines on the skeni front, or by a screen in front 
of the skini door, painted with rocky shapes, which gave the cave two 
entrances. so 

~' See White, " Perspective," 61, 77-83: D. Haynes. Crttk Art a11d the lclea of Freedom 
(London, 198-4), ~8. The word was used u Rome in Vitruvius' day by thr(e different 
prof=ional groups: stage painters, interior ~o .. tors, and architects making designs for 
buildings: sec A. M.G. Little, Roman Perspective Painting ar1d tl1e Ancimt Stage (Kennebunk

port, Maine, 1971), l . 
~• So most scholars, ( .g., Simon, Tlttater, n: refs . in A. L. Bro wn, "Three and Scene

Painting Sophocles," PCPS (1984): 6, 1 s (n. lJ). There is also the view (very unlikel y, I 
think) put forward by Trendall and Webster, IGD. 9, that a th(atcr had thr(e sets: one (col
umns, pediment, etc.) for trag(dy: one (rocks, cave, etc.) for satyr-plays; a third for 

comedy. 
~9 See S. Gogos, "Buhnenarchitektur und antike B~hnenmalerie-:twci Rekonstruk

tionsversuche nach griechischen Vasen,"jal~rtshe.fte des 6stmeichisclleu archaeologischw lr~sti
tutts in Witn s-4 (1983): s9-70, with illustrations. A fourth-century vase painter seems often 
to be "thinking of" the stage buildin g rather than the temple actually described by the texr. 
I CD, 91 (m. J, 17 and 29), 46 (111 .1, 10). Sometimes a modern interpreter finds doorway and 
porch "highly reminiscent of stage architecture," ibid., sz-S4 (111 . 1, 17). The m ge setting 
is often rep resented by columns, portico, pediment; e.g .• ibid_, 66 (UI.l, 8). A vase's rep
resentation of a dramatic per formance (signifier) often "melts" into the r(prcsentarion of 
the scenes which the drama represented (the doubly signified); see DFA . 179, J8l. 

SO Simon, Theater, :u; cf. refs . in Brown, "Three," ll, 17, n . p. Brown thinks it un
likely that there was scene painting in the fifth century which "could have formed an inte
gral part of the plays" {IJ- 14). He guesses the sltinl was painted " if only with a coat of 
whitewash to suggest marble (not that wh.itewashing can be denoted by grapheiu)" (9). Dut 
we are dealing not with "decoration" (8) of the stage but the visual foundation for the au
dience's whole imaginative grasp of a tragedy. Bieber too (History, 1 o8) ignores the fact that 
how a "necessary theater" loolts is integral to the aud ience's emotional experience cif the 
play. She says "an effective framing of the scene of the performance ... did not take pb ce 
before the last part of the fifth century." But she docs not consider the people and their con-
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I doubt even this. I suspect that the architectural background stayed on 
the skene through all tragedies, even the wildest. Tragedy uses the lan
guage of house persistently, both to signify the structures and values on 
which human relationships depend, and as an image for the self. It both 
needs and destroys those structures. Its most apt and characteristic back
ing is the visual image of a house. Vase painters reflect this in their me
tonymic porticos or frames. After the fifth century, the close relationship 
between house facade and tragic background becomes reified in stone. 
By the third century B.C.E., the theater 's facade has real columns, a real 
pediment. The skene has become a huge house with a forebuilding.S 1 

What the fifth century marked in two djmensions, the Hellenistic theater 
recreates in three. 

Ill 

What about the painterly context , out of which fifth-century scene paint
ing begins? The second quarter of this century, the years of the earliest 
extant tragedies, sees a revolution in painting. Until now, the leading 
two-dimensional visual art ha.s been vase painting. Now mural painting 
overtakes it. 

Vase painters cannot compete in excitement with the new techniques 
developed on larger, fiat surfaces, but they can reflect them. Randomly, 
distortedly, they do try-luckily for us, since it is mainly from vase 
painting, and the descriptions of such later writers as Pausanias, that art 
histo rians guess at the vanished art of fifth-century painting, developed 
especially by Mikon and Polygnotos. sz. Mikon is connected with the wall 
paintings of ca. 473 B.C. E. , in the sanctuary of Theseus, north of the 
agora.Sl Polygnotos is associated at several points with Sophokles, and 
seems to have painted scenes from his work in a central Athenian public 
buiJding. 54 

The revolution which begins around the beginning of the century, 
pushed forward by the mural painting of the century's second quarter, is 
the portrayal of the third dimension. 

text. Who d id or did not fmd their own "framings" "effective"? She docs not question 
emotional, esthetic, or sociologi<:al bases on which existing "frames" fJm were, and then 
failed to be, effective to changing aud iences in the sequence of harrowing years that lies be
hind those words "the late fifth century." The question- What shifts in ways of seeing, in 
sensibility, led Athenians to change their framing of dramatic scenes in this parucular 
way?-must be answered at many interdependent levels. 

$1 Bieber, Himry, 110f. 
'' J. Barron, " New Light on Old Walls: The Murals of the Theseion," J HS 92 {t97l): 

20-4 s. pioneered this approach to the relationship between vase painting and the mural 
painters (lJ-lS). 

jJ See Paus., I. I7.J; M. Ro bertson, Creek Painting (London, 1978), Jll.- lJ. 
'~ See IGD, 4, 66, 69. 
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Vase painters had been foreshortening the human figure from at least 
s ro B.C.E. on.ss But now Polygnotos and Mikon have established the 
possibili ty of an "enclave in space." Vase painting reflects this. We see on 
contemporary vases the real beginning of an " idea of pictorial space." 
Painters, while they decorate their surfaces, are beginning consciously to 
create "a window opening on a feigned world. " They indicate depth, in 
space as well as in bodies that fill space. s6 That feigned world moves 
away from the contact the eye makes with its two-dimensional surface. 

Various other related techniques for evoking the third dimension ap
pear in the firSt half, especially the second quarter, of the century: the use 
of colo r contrast (to suggest light and shade); shading , a light hatching at 
first on clothes and objects, then on living bodies.s7 By Plato's time the 
word skiagraphia, " painting with shadow," is used for the representation 
of illusory volume. It may refer loosely to chiaroscuro . 58 Plato often uses 
it as an image (especially in the Republic with its huge-scale im agistic 
framework of light and shadow), when speaking of the contrast between 
reality and illusion. Skiagraphia is his metaphor for the deceptive world 
of things we should not trust, the world perceived by our senses. S9 Skia
graphia, like goeteia (enchantment), exploits the weakness of our nature; it 
allures and cheats us. 6o 

The encyclopedists oflater times equated skiagraphia with skenographia. 
This cannot be true of the classical period. Yet their error points to the 

H C. Richter, Pmptctivt in Crttlt and Roman Art (London. 1970). 22-23. How con
sciously this is do~ is shown in words on a vase of this period, tgrapun Euthimidts ho Poliou 
hos oudtpou Euphronios. The hos must refer to the foreshortening (White, "Perspective," 24 
with n. t ). The inrroduction of red f1gure enabled artists to "obey the emotional urge to
wards foreshortening the human figure"; White, "Perspective," 23. There: were several 
phases of"perspective." The second, inaugurated ca. 400 B.C. E., w:os related both to Poly
gnotan painting, and to the theater (see B. Schweitzer, Vom Sinn dtr Pm ptctivt [Tiibingen, 
1953), 14-17). 

s6 Robert:son, Painsing, 1(54, 122-23. He notes how Paus .. 10. 2S-31, describes a work by 
Polygnotos at Delphi. Pausanias moves about the picture, uses language (like "above 
these," "higher up again," "further in") which could not be used of archaic painting. Sec 
also Buron, "New Light," 24. 

H Rumpf. "Classical." to-tJ. Shading evolves over the first half of the: fifth century. 
s1 Robertson, Painsing, 137. Plato uses skiagrophia and related words often. Philostmos' 

Lift of 1\po//onios ofTyana (2.n ) says that zographia is a painting even with no color. if cre
a~d only of dcio (shadow) and phos Qight), for with these you can see resemblance, tidos 
(form), nous (intelligence), bravery. Those who look at paintings need the mimetic faculty: 
sltiagraphia plays upon this faculty wi thin the beholder. 

Jt Keuls, Plato, 62, is surely right that Plato docs not auack the painter's technique in it
scM. He uses it as an image for what he: is attacking. 

6o Rtp. oo2d. We have: perceptions, says Sokutes, which we cannot trust. Oh, says his 
interlocuter (mistaking, thereby exemplifying. Sokntes' point), "you mean distance and 
things paimed with shade" (Rtp. 523b). Fal.se reputation IS drawn round me as a prot huron, 
"a skiagrophio of virtue:," ibid., 36sc. Illusory pleasure is "shadow-painted," Rtp. S8Jb. 
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core idea which the two share: illusory representation, on a flat surface, 
of spatial depth, either in living bodies (skiagraphia) or ar ch itectural 
shapes (skenographia). 61 

Third-dimensional pain ting develops far more quickly through the 
century with the human fi gure than with architecture. 62 But fo reshort
ening of linear objects does begin at this period too. By 470, even 480, 
we find a vase painter and a provincial mural painter trying to foreshort
en couches. They must be affected by the more sophisticated attempts of 
Athenian mural painters, like Polygno tos and Mikon.63 By the second 
half of the century vase painters are clearly foreshortening architecture, 
showing, fo r instance, a temple in three-quarter view (sec plate 17).6• 
Vase painters lag behind wall painters. They assimilate and copy the wall 
painters' techniques. 6S By 460 u.c.£., the more innovative mural painters 
could well have faced the possibility o f painting a building frontally, in 
crude recession. We do not know that they did so at this early date. But 
the idea would be consistent with their overall interes t, evident from 475 
B. C.E., in spatial depth, and with the fact that perspectival architectural 
drawing is consistently linked with the stage, from the later fifth century 
011. 

Moreover, painting in these years is conscious of a new way of being 
looked at. It invites spectators to play with the way they see: to go into 
and out of imagined space. In an Athenian krater of the second quarter of 
the century, found at Orvieto, several figures stand in a complex spatial 
relationship. The eye takes the higher figures to be "farther in" to the 
picture's depth. But the "farthest in" figure in fac t holds a spear which 
protrudes in front of the scene's decorated frame, while figures "in 
front" of that one hold spears which disappear behind the same frame. 
This is not clumsiness on the painter's part. He is in control of his me
dium. It is a visual paradox. T he vase painter reRects the deliberate am-

6 ' Keuls, Plaro, 74, discussts the: encyclopedists' equation of the two. tn route to her uB
convincing suggestion (sec M. Robertson's revtc:w of Keuls. CR 29(1979]: 317) that skitJ· 
graphitJ referred to chc use of contrasting colors. She assumes that $1/inographia means the use 
of perspective (cf. above nn. 47-49). 

6• Whuc, "Perspective, .. lJ-lj, Richter, Pmptctivt, 26f., cf. n. s6. The n3me-vase of the 
Niobid Painter (below, n. 66) is ca. 400, like the OmttitJ; and probably the sltini (n. 29). 

61 See Rich~r. Pmptctivt, fig. 10 (ca. 470) and the preliminary sketch for the north panel 
of the Diver's Tomb at Paestum, M. Napoli, Lo Tomba dtltuffotort (Bari, t970), fig. 91: 
provincial work ca. 48o. The anist's greater Athenian contemponrics like Mikon and 
Polygnocos "may have been more: subtle," but "cannot have been altogether dilferent in 
kind. " Barron, "New L•ght, .. 4S· Both the Paesrum comb and the vase painting ca. 470 
show caviucs in rudimentary recession. White, "Perspective," 24-27, stresses the: "oblique 
construction" and "the very softest recession" of rectangular objects in vases from the sec
ond quarter of the: century. 

6• Richter, Ptrsptctivt, fig. 1 S9: cf. White. "Perspective." '27. 
6j Robertson, Paintmg, 1 12-lJ. 
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biguity with which the more avant-garde mural painters play with ways 
of seeing. Playing with the painting's relation to its form, they offer their 
spectator two ways of approaching their feigned world (see plate 18). 66 

As tragedy gets into its stride, painting develops its portrayal of both 
architecture and persons in the third dimension. At the moment that 
tragedy (probably) acquires its skeuc, painting fmds ways of opening a 
window on a world that moves away from the watching eye into illu
sory space. ln this quarter of a century, tragedians and painters satisfy a 
common desire: to portray human fagures with feigned depth, set am
biguously, in complex spatial and emotional relationships, within a 
large-scale frame. Each makes an "appeal to the invisible, " within the 
possibilities of its own technique. 67 

They develop ways of opening that window on feigned worlds not 
only side by side but perhaps interdependently. Polygnotos has those 
points of contact with Sophokles. And it is likely that when the skme was 
incorporated into the stage-probably 46o B. C.E.-i ts introducers 
looked around for an apt way to present it, and went naturally to the ex
peres who were specializing in creating illusion on large flat vertical sur
faces, the mural painters. The stage became the most public place to see 
the new technique, the painting of architecture in recession. 

If we saw it now ourselves, we would find it clumsy and simple, per
haps: just arbitrarily foreshortened architectural forms. But the idea was 
startling in itself. And this account helps to explain how skenographia later 
became associated with perspective when perspective did arrive.68 Very 
simple in essence, the skcnc wall could have looked something like figure 
1, with painted columns and a painted underceiling over the real stage 
door.69 

66 So Robercson, Painting, 124, 128-29. This, plate 18, is the name-vase of the Niobid 
Painter, discussed in Schweitzer, i'mptctivt, I), Barron, "N ew Light," 23-25. Both com
ment on the painter's usc of space. All authorities have seen in the vase, since it was discov
ered, the inAucnce and inspiration of mural painters, especially Polygnotos (Barron, "New 
Light," 44-45). Somewhat similar visual paradoxes, in a comparable era, are visual jokes of 
Rer1aissance painters playing with tloeir new ways o f seeing, new techniques of relating pic
torial space to frame, new relations to the rhird dimension (see M . Baxandall, Painting and 
Experience in Fifitmtlo·cmtury Italy [Oxford, 1974), 89--90, 102); White, "Perspective," ) l, 

38, 40, 41, also draws parallels between the frfth-cenrury development of pictorial space and 
that ofRen;ussance July. 
~ Cf. Dale, Colltcttd Papm, 124-26, discussing invisible evems (whirlwinds strike a 

house, Herlt. Fur. 905; cf. Baltlclo. 591) and byouts of an imagined interior. 
61 The stage facade probably directed the development of foreshortening in architectural 

d rawing. Since archi tectu ral painting was seen most often, and most publicly, in the thea
ter, this might help to explain the absence of the "single station" in Greek attempts at per
spective (cf. Richter, Pmptllivt, 61; RobertsOn, Painting, 164). The theater would offer 
painting a platform in which new techniques got the widest publicity. 

69 Gogos, "Biihnenarchitelctur," 77, apparently thinks columns would be painted on and 
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FICURE r. Rough sketch of possi
ble sklnographia for fifth-century 
tragedy. 

FIC URE 2 . Rough sketch of sklne 
wall with real door. 
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But all that actually need have been there is what we see in figure 2. 

. We do not and cannot know that wall painters responded so ambi
uously to the ne~ possibilities of the tragic stage as soon as 460 (though 
we know they d1d by the last quarter of the century). However, if we 
transfer the visual ambiguity of the Orvieto krater (see plate 18) to the 
contemporary stage, this vase becomes an accurate emblem for the play 
between objectivity and subjectivity which a tragedy incites in its audi
ence. The audience shares the theater and the experience with the per
formers, and yet is d istanced from them. They can "go into" that feigned 
world, enticed in by the structure they see-which recedes from them 
into the unseen-or draw back from it. They can be objective and feel 
pity. They can be subjective and feel fear. The relationship is encapsu-

in front of the real door. They would seem to be left hanging when the door o penc:d. He as
sumes only two side doors. But cf. below, n. 71. 
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lated in Aristotle's statement that tragedy works by creating pity and fear 
in its audience (Poetics 1449b27). You simultaneously enter and draw 
back from the tragic world. There is a doubleness in your relationship to 
it and its frame. In one sense, tragedy's "frame" is the theater itself. But 
its emblem is the skene front with its revolutionary portrayal of a three
dimensional facade on a two- dimensional wall. 

T H E TRAGIC DooR: DIALE CTICS or- I NSI DE AN D OuTSIDE 

When Athenian theater began using the skene, Western tragedy acquired 
an inner chamber, a place of potent concealment; and a vital passageway 
to that interior, the channel which makes and unmakes the relationship 
between seen and unseen. The skeni door becomes in Racine the supreme 
"objet tragi que. "70 

In the fifth century, there was probably only one real door in the skene 
(see plate 19).71 At some point during the century, painters perhaps 
painted other, illusory doors in the facade. From the sixth century on, 
doors are a favorite motif in Greek art anyway. 72 The fourth century 
added at least one more real door to the skeni wall. 73 But the tragedies we 
have need only a single central door. 74 What was its significance? Is it a 
potent tragic object for Greek tragedy too? 

I think it is. I think it becomes so the moment it is used. It makes the 
genre's supreme doubleness apparent. A Greek tragic plot is articulated 
through its exits and en trances, through the eisodoi, and through that 

70 Roland Barthes, Sur Radnt (Paris, 1963), 9-11, suggests there are three "tragic loci": 
chamber, antechamber, and scene. His discussion is very suggestive and helpful if one also 
remembers the differences in culture and suge between Racine and ftfth-century Greek 
tragedy, above all the relation of "house" to its environment. Barthes' Racinian geography 
derives from a potent image of Greece, important in Racine's " thought world," with little 
relation to that of Greek tragedies themselves. In each epoch of tragedy, particular relations 
(spatial, economic, emotional) between house and landscape in drama interact with the way 
the audience experiences and understands such relation.s in real life. Cf. below, n. 89. 

' ' This is controversial. One door is assumed by, e.g., Simon, ThtJJter, 24- 25 (with n. 
86); Dale, Collected Papers, 12.0, 268. Taplin, Stagtcrafi, 439-40, summarizes the single 
"practicable door" controversy, rejecting (convincingly) two doors for the fifth-century 
stage. 

7• See Gogos, "Bilhnenarchitektur," 73; Simon, Theater, 6-7 (who assumes they were 
used in the painted ski11i). 

7l See fourth-century and later skboai in vase-paintings. discussed by Gogos, "Buhnen
architektur," 70, with illustrations. Above all plate 19, the Wiirzburg fragment. Sec sundry 
reconstructions: Bieber, History, 69, ftg. 126; Simon, Tlotatt r, f.g. to; Gogos, 74-79, 83, 
f1g. I I. 

7• Taplin, Stagrcrafi, 440. 
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door. 75 But the special thing about an entry through this door is that it is 
simultaneously an exit, from the imaginary filled space of the skene. 
When a messenger reports Jokasta's suicide and Oidipous' self-blinding, 
he does so after observingJokasta coming in. His speech is full of interior 
spatiality. Jokasta 

went at once to her wedding bed, 
shut the doors when she entered it . 
Oidipous rushed in .. . 
he darted up and down . .. . 
Some daemonic guide .. . 
seemed to show him the way . 
he drove in against the double doors, 
wrenched them .from their sockets. 
Then we saw .... 

(Oid. Tyr . 1237- 64, emphasis added) 

When the messenger enters the stage, he exits from this chamber of hor
ror. The messenger, recounting Orestes' attempt to murder Helen, like
wise describes the obverse of the audience's experience. The audience 
saw Orestes and Pylades go out through the door. The messenger saw 
them come murderously in. 

In such speeches, the audience is offered a vivid sense of the real, com
plicated space from which characters emerge: space with important inter
nal boundaries, like the doors which Oidipous smashes in, doors which 
should have kept him out long ago. Entry is exit from the place whose 
realit y is illusion, and vice versa. This is not necessarily true of a 
proscenium arch theater, or in a tradition that puts a three-walled in te
rior, a room, onstagc. 

The symbolic possibilities of that door were explored by dramat ists 
writing for a society which respected the ambiguity and doubleness of a 
door's deity. Appropriately to Hermes, Srrophalos, Epiterm ios, Prothu
raios, tragedy happens in a prothuron, a space before a door. T he charac
teristic tragic setting is some kind of boundary, usually a gate or door: 
"outside the courtyard gates" (Soph., Ant. 18). Kassandra calls on 
Apollo Agyieus, lord of roads, when she encounters the doors to the 
house of Atreus (Aiskh., Ag. 1o8o-81). She entered from the eisodos, the 
road from Troy. Now she faces a gate into a cul- de-sac, where her life 
will end: a door into the dark. In another play, when Apollo identifies to 

?J Taplin, Action, 20. The primary focus of Taplin, Stagecrafi, was on entry and exit. 
Taplin, "Sophocles," further shows how a dramatist could use eisodoi to direct the drama's 
emotional resonance. 
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Kreousa, whom he raped and abandoned long ago, their grown-up son, 
Kreousa clings to his temple gates in gratitude: 

I hated these doors, 
and the god's oracle, before. 
They are lovely now. 
Blissfully, I hang even from the door-ring 
with my hands: I salute the gates. 

(Eur. , Ion I611 -13) 

She directs attention to the door of the god's temple at Delphi, outside 
which the tragedy has been played. Sometimes the setting is on a wilder 
margin: "We have come to the furthest plain of the world ... ": so be
gins the play set in a place visited by the personified world-margin him
self, Ocean (Aiskh., Prom. 1, 268). Marginali ty, Hermes' characteristic, 
is characteristic also of most tragic settings. They are poised on a thresh
old or boundary. And stage action often focuses on the door.76 

II 

Vase paintings of dramatic scenes (they begin in the fifth century, though 
we have many more from the fourth) often characterize tragic stage 
building by the prot/turon, a small kiosk, four columns and a pediment, 
that looks like a porch. This appears so often that earlier scholars believed 
that the fifth-century stage building had a real projecting prot/turon 
around the stage door. 77 But the material once used to support this idea 
now testifies to the vase painters' sense of tragedy's prothuron quality. 
Their protlluron is a metonym for the skene. It represents the stage. It ex
presses, perhdps, the painters' sense that tragedy happens in a "space be
fore a door," the core idea in the word protlluroll. 78 

Presumably the vase painters are also excited by the ambiguity of the 
stage space and stage painting, architecture in recession. Their growing 
interest in foreshortened architecture seems to be linked to their increas
ing interest in portraying dramatic scenes. The door in that facade was 
the one real thing. It moved in a different plane. Presumably it went in
ward, away from the watching eye, for Greek doors mostly opened in
ward. 79 T he door made actual the promise of foreshortening in the 

76 See Taplin, Action, 33-35, 46-n. tos, 136. 
77 Pickard-Cambridge, in TDA, 75-90, reviews evidence for a fifth-century projecting 

protlruro11 and disposes of the idea. 
. 78 Prothuro11 in Homer means the doorway or space before it; in the fafth century it may 

also be a recess in a wall, but generally just the space before the door (e.g .. Pind .• Pyth. 
).78). Contexts may suggest it means a built "porch," but these are often ambiguous, e.g., 
Thuk. 2.67. 

79 See Dale, Collecttd Papm, 122. (with n. 1), 264; Gogos, "Biihnenarchi tek tur, " 73, 77 . . 
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painted building. Through it you could indeed see some partial distance 
into the unseen. 

There was an . intense relationship, then, between painting and the 
stage, expressed m the fifth-century history of architectural foreshorten
ing. In the development of this relationship, doors play a crucial role. So 

Greek doors are mostly painted double, like the double doors Oidipous 
smashes down. When Greek painters want to show an open door, up to 
the second quarter of the fifth century, they paint one leaf closed, the 
other absent. About 440 n.c.E., they try to show the opened leaf, but in 
profile. We see the door knob and hinge sideways, and the interior 
within. Then finally, from about 430 onward, they paint one or both 
le~v~ open a~d recedin~ inwards, foreshortened. Often there is a figure 
Wtthm, half-htdden behmd the opened door. This is how open doors are 
done on. vases thereafter, especially in scenes from the stage, most fa
mously m the Wi.irzburg fragment (plate 19; see also plate zo). 81 
. Painters from ca. 450 may be affected, as I have argued, by the build
mgs the~ s~e so publicly painted in recession on the tragic skene. Tragic 
scene pamung, focused on that vital re4l door, stimulates them to show 
the door itself receding, and the interior it really half-reveals. 82 But they 
also react, I think, to qualities of the tragic texts themselves. They find 
the half-open door a right image for tragedy, its half-hiddenness, its dou
bleness. 

Technically, vase painters lag behind contemporary mural painters 
such as Polygnotos who painted scenes from Sophokles. 83 Was it he who 
?rst po~trayed tr~gedy's ambiguous door and explored, with his unique, 
mnovauve techmcal power, the painterly implications of a real door 
opening in an illusory facade? 

Whoever began it, surviving vase paintings of the tragic scene which 
choose a half-open door, with perhaps a figure half-hidden behind, to 

80 Richter, Perspectivt, z7, 35· 
8

' Above, notes 72 and 73· A door's three phases: (a) Richter, Ptrspwivt, fag. 117, a kylix 
ca. 4_?S- 4SO.fthas f~rm of represen~ation goes back to the sixth century; Gogos, "Buhnen
architektur.' 72, wuh n. 26); (b) Rachter, frg. 156, a pyxis ca. 440; (c) plate 20, Richter, fig. 
158, ~ pyxas ca. ·P5. sho.wmg a figure behind the door (cf. Gogos, 73 with n. 25, f1g . 1). 
Thas ts a fafth-century cpanecron, 43o-420 B.C. E., showing Alkcstis' wedding (Eur., Alk. is 
438 B. C. E.). Here both doors are half-open, receding inward. Phase (c) is typical of open 
doors thereafter, esp. in scenes from the stage (Gogos, 77), e.g., lCD, 111.3, 2 3 (Artemis' 
temple in I ph. Taur. with open doors, vase ca. 37o-36o); III.J, 31 (a crude version of the 
Wurzburg sc.enario: lphigeneia is not in stage costume here, but sec Gogos, 77, with fig. 4). 
Open doors m comedy, lCD, IV. 16, 18. Cf. dnwings from fourth-century vases in TDA, 
84- 98, figs . 12, 14, 18, 19, z9. 

. b Gogos, "Biihnenarchitektur," 73, takes the representation of doors as an early indica
u~n of fifth-century mge painting's influence on vase painting, though he ignores the mc
dtatmg effect of mural painting. 

8J /CD, 4, 69 (Thamyus); 66 (Nausikaa). 
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represent a tragedy, are a perfect emblem of tragic feeling. They express 
the tension between secrecy and revelation, the hidden and the manifest, 
which variously characterizes tragic texts. 84 That door half-displays 
what is lying in wait, both in space (within the ske11e) and in time, in the 
still-to-be-unfolded play. Such paintings bring out the imaginative sig
nificance, in tragedy, of the relation between inside and outside. 

Ill 

A door is a pragmatically universal image of ambiguous temptation, un
certain invitation, and hesitation. The half-open tragic door crystallizes 
the ambiguities that "door" in itself evokes, at least in Western tradi
tion. Ss These paintings point to the guessing relationship between what 
an audience can see of a structure in a tragedy, and what they know or 
fantasize may lie behind it. The stage is the "place where the invisible can 
appear." But, importantly, "we can never see all of the invisible. "86 A 
fifth-century audience knew the importance of this limitation far more 
profoundly than do theatergoers of our day. We bring to the theater 
other experiences, those of television and cinema, whose relations to the 
invisible and illusion are quite different. 

The half-open door reminds us that we can never see all, not just of the 
skeni and the dramatic situation, but of the human being. Tragedy uses 
the vocabulary of house and door to demarcate self from other. The 
stranger is the one at the door, tlluraios. A human being has a door to the 
interior, to the soul. The mouth is traditionally a fenced door. The back
g round illusory house is important not just in itself, but as a structure 
parallel to the individual self. The sklne, and what it stands for, is an im
age of the unseen interior of a human being. The audience imagines 
thoughts and feelings, and attributes these (in the particular way mem
bers of their society are used to attributing feelings to other people) to the 
dramatic character. The words that character speaks are imagined to ex
press, and also often to conceal, these illusory, h idden feelings. 

•• Tension between secrecy and revelation: e.g. (in different ways), Aiskh., Ag. 615-16, 
I J7:Z.-76; Soph., Phil. ss. 908-1 s; Eur., Hipp. 232, 2SO, 279. 297. 362-68, 498. po, S9J. 
648, 1060, 1091, IJ08, IJ12. See the discussion in Froma Zeidin, "The Power of Aphro
dite: Eros and the Boundaries of the Self in the Hippolytus," in DimtiotJS in Euripidcan Crit· 
icism, ed. Peter Burian (Durham, N .C., 198 S), p.-1 11, 189-208. Between seen and unseen, 
e.g., Eur., Ton 778-81, 190-229, 2.)3, 149-so, 172, 1321-22.; see Dale, Collected Papers, 
119-29, and the rem aries of Zeitlin in her farst ess•y in this volume. 

8 l The door " is a ... cosmos of the half-open ... origin of a daydream that accumu
lates desires and temptations ... to open up the ultimate depths of being and ... to con
q uer all reticent beings." It offers "images of hesitation, tempution, desire ." A poet 
"knows that there are two 'beings' in a door, that a door awakens in us a two way dream." 
So Gaston Baehelard, Tht Potties ofSpact, tr. M. Jolas (Boston, 1969). 211- 14. Such asso
ciations cerumly fit the door's m:my roles in Greek imagination. 

16 Brook, Empty SpQ(t, 47, 49· 
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The dramatist "makes space speak" by using the symbolic language of 
stage space to back up the words. Expression in space interacts with lin-. . . 8 
gutsuc expressiOn. 7 The vase painters depict a tragic scene without 
wo~ds, .but ~ften fean~re not only the half-open door, but also a figure 
behmd tt: a hteroglyphtc comment on tragedy's full representation ofhu
man beings. T he open mouth or door, through which speech comes, is 
the only real thin.g in the mask. Yet the mouth in a sense is onl y half
open: the person 1s half-concealed behind the words that come out of it. 
Skene matches mask. Symbolism of the one underlines the qualities of 
the other. Both speak to the metonymic quality of speech itself. 

So the doubleness of the skine, incarnate in its door, is an apt foil to the 
ambiguities with which human figures appear; ambiguities of mind, feel
ing, relationship, word. The audience's double awareness of the fore
shortened scene painting matches the doubleness-compounded of 
fluctuating objective and subjective response-in its relation with the 
Stage figures. The visual "dialectic of inside and outside, "88 expressed in 
the theater's exits and entrances, reflects a speciftc dialectic of inside and 
outside with which tragedy pictures the human interior in relation to the 
n~nhuman world outside. The spatial language of this theater says some
thmg about its society's understanding of consciousness. The prosceni
um ar~h,. and ~eatrical explorations of interior space, developed over 
cemune! m which understanding was increasingly located within the hu
man self. While Western tragedy interiorized its tragic sites, Western 
thought looked increasingly within the mind, to explain the source of 
feeling and action89-which Greeks of the fifth century at least half at
tributed to the outside world.90 

IV 

Tra.gedy's site is t~~ margin, and dramatists often treat the physical space 
wh1ch r~presents ~t m a w_ay modern cr itics call "elastic" and ambiguous. 
The acnng space ts seen 10 several ways at once. "Space as well as time 
had a certain elasticity." The setting seems to waver sometimes: be-

17 See Artaud, "Cruelty," SJ, 6J. 
U"Qfi . . f h . ten It IS. r~m t e very f2ct of concentralion in the most restricted . . . space that 

the dulecucs of msade and outside draws its strength," Bachelard, Potties, 229. See C. R. 
Lyons, "Ch.aracter and The2trical Space," 36, in Redmond, Theatrical Space, whose analysis 
of the functaon of space m btcr tragedy depends on an interaction of character and scene. 

89 "In an age and climate which encourage private life between four walls, our theaters 
look. for most of their d.~ama in an enclosed box with the fourth wall missing. The stage it
self as shaped hkc that, Dale, Collected Papers, as9. Taplin, Stagecraft, 443, 454, 4s6 sug
gests that some pre-sklni plays had an imerior setting, e.g., inside a council chamber 
(:ers.) , or Akhill eus' tent (Myrmidons). But (454 n. 2) even then the indoor/outdoor distinc
uon would be fluid. Such a setting would be quite different in aim and effect from the in
teriority of scenes like Othdlo, v.a. 

90 I document this point throughout In and Out oftht Mind. 
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tween, for instance, the Akropolis and the nearby Areopagos.91 One 
piece of equipment gave that space before the door a special ambiguity. It 
muse have been in use by the time of the Owteia, which exploits it and 
probably arrived along with the skeni. This was the ekkuklima, the 
"rolled-out thing": a probably wheeled low platform, rolled out from 
the suddenly opened skeni door, usually at the end of the play. It carries 
outside the result of the tragic act "within. "92 O restes standing over the 
bodies he has just kiJied, saying "See!" It brings to view the result of 
events within the skeni. Indoors now comes out. Usually, as the scene 
goes on, "the indoor-outdoor distinction tends to be neglected. "93 

Classicists are used to this idea and forget how very strange ic is, what 
bewildering violence the ekkuklima does co che distinctions on which the 
play rested till now. At the start of an ekkuklima scene, the dramatist sud
denly removes the boundary in the spacial dialectics which framed the 
play's conceptual, emotional tensions. The ekk11klima incarnates the spa
tial ambiguity-and its violence--of the fifth-century tragic stage.94 

P• Dale, Colltcrtd Papm. 120 (sec below n. 94). 
P1 Conventional uncritical views of the tkkuk/ima, e.g .. Webster, Production, 17, 173; 

Bieber. History. 73. But its f•fth-ccntury existence has been challenged. Taplin, S~t~gtcra.ft. 
437f. stresses how unreliable arc the later testimonials fo r the fifth-century stage which sup
ply most of our evidence for the ftfth-century tkkuklima. The only direct indication of its 
fifth-century usc comes from Aristophanes' verb tkkultltin (Akham. 407f., Thtsm. 9sf.). 
Pickard-Cambridge, in TDA , IOO-IOJ, 118 argued against a fifth-century usc. He cites ts
kultltin used in an appare.ntly nontechnical sense; Wasps, 1474-?S· But this line isjimnitr if 
we assume a fifth-century tkkuklinuJ. "Some d•imon bas rolled (in a uagical manner) into 
the house." The basic issue (focused by M. Ldkowitz, "Aristophanes and Other Historians 
of the Fifth-century Theater," Hermes 1 u [1984): 143-SJ), is: can we accept a hypothesis 
based (a) on interpretation of Aris10phancs, though also (b) on interpreting the dramatics of 
the extant tragedies (Taplin's project in Stagecraft), plu.s (c) the muddled, unreliable post
fifth century comments, often derived purely from the texts? My answer would start from 
what we do know about Aristophancs: that he was very .fon11y. Interpretation which takes 
what is funny as its first criterion is the best we can do. Even Piclcard-C ambndgc, in TDA, 
Thrattr 11 s. concedes there must have been some "absurd effect" on which Aristophanes' 
use of tkltukltin and csltuklein turned. Dale, Colltcrtd Paptrs, 124. shows that "opponents of 
the tltltuk/ima ruthlessly sacrifice" jokes. Taplin, Stagwa.ft «Z-4J, accepts Aristophanes as 
evidence for the tkltuklimll but only after 415 B.C.E. The evidence is inconclusive. Even 
opponents of rhe tkltuklim4 "cannot prove that mechanical devices were not used in fifth
century theater" (Lcfkowitt, "Aristophanes," 1 SJ). Taplin, Stagtcra.fi 44Z, concedes "we do 
not have sound evidence" of its usc-but he adds "except for the revelation of interior 
scenes." This, coupled with the principle of reading Aristophanes in as funny a way as pos
sible, is the dinching argument. I think. 

9J Taplin, Action, IZ; sec Stagecraft, 4.42-43 · If one doubts that tkkuklima and michani 
were used in fifth-century drama, I can still say that the fourth century expresses in its thea
ter apparatus the dialectics of inside and out.side which were actually created in fifth-century 
drama: that the dialectics belong to the tragedies thcmsdves, but were not concretely 
articu lated unnlthc fourth century. My argument, as a whole, docs not depend on accept
ing a fifth-century eltkuk/ima (though in fact I do). 

94 Dale. Colltcrtd Papers, us. argues that the "spatial ambiguity of the tkkuk/im4-
produccd interior" illustrates that "fluidity of stage scene which is so alien to our conven-
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Space that was prothuron, before the door, now displays that which scood 
behind, within. 

An ekkuklema lays bare contradictions in the relationship between illu
sion and reality, inside and outside, set up by the Jkene. The door kept the 
interior away from the audience. Suddenly through this door appears the 
interior the audience could not see. Yet it is in itself, of course, another 
very obvious illusion. If we transfer the ambiguities of the ekk•tklima to 
the entity for which, I think, the skeni also stands: the human self, we 
find the ekkuk/ima corresponds to the ways-the rhetoric, images, mu
sic, lies-with which a character presents her illusory interior to the au
dience. The ekkuklima makes visible the "unapparent. "9S By the verbal 
expression of emotion, a dramatist invites the audience likewise to look 
through: through the word's "insistent substance," in Hardy's phrase, 
and thereby contemplate the "thing signified," the self. 

There are not many true arguments with self in Greek tragedy. Many 
soliloquies are in fact a series of apostrophes: to a series of gods, to 
Death, to a landscape or country, to the light, to the lower gods. Mostly 
the audience sees one character in interaction with others. When the au
dience first sees Iphigeneia, she is in a foreign land, priestess of the Tauri
ans' Artemis cult which demands human sacrifice. They see her first in 
lyric interaction with the chorus, captive Greek women like her, then in 
dramatic interaction w ith a T aurian herdsman, who describes newly ar
rived Greek strangers. lphigeneia is saddened by a dream which seems to 
say her brother is dead. She behaves as a priestess of Artemis should and 
orders the Taurian to bring these strangers to her, since the temple has 
long missed Greek blood (Eur., !ph . Ta1tr. 289). But when he has gone, 
she addresses her own heart: 

Oh poor heart! Before 
you were always gentle to strangers, 
full of pity, dealing out full measure of your tears
when it was Greek men who came to your hands
to blood of your own race. But now 
I have grown savage, 

tions" (cf. Taplin, Sragtcra.fi, 4S4 n. : ). She comments (1 21), that a text often vacillates 
"with a curious ambiguity between the imagined scene and the actual mechanism visibly 
used to present it ." In her view, spatial and verbal ambiguities interact. A further insight is 
that of Taplin, "Sophocles." 1 S1. who wants the "sugc map" to be more precisely desig
nated. Taplin's stage is "a place where three roads meet" (he is discussing Oid. Tyr.), i.e., 
the two tisodoi and the doorway to and from the ski11l. He compares this spatial meeting to 
the play's confrontation between present, past, and future timt. I think the stage a more 
complex crossroads stiU. Routes to and from it include also the passage from the under
world (trapdoor), the sky (mikhaHi), and the route of the audience's gaze, the frontward 
path: their emotional identification with the acto rs is important too. 

95 Sec above, n. Jl. 
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because of the dreams in which I thought 
Orestes is dead. You strangers-whoever you may be
wiJI find me ill-disposed to you. 

(Iph. Taur. 344-49) 

We half-see the inner struggles she has had, these years, between her role 
as Artemis' priestess and her Greek sympathies. But the dream has 
changed her. She feds differently toward these Greeks. The soliloquy 
goes on. She remembers her own sacrifice at Aulis and its terror. She ad
dresses the supposedly dead Orestes. And her feelings change again. She 
abuses Artemis who keeps murderers out of her shrine, "yet herself en
joys human sacrifice" (I ph. Tatlr. 384) . She changes her view of this god
dess by whom she is defined; 

It is not possible that Lcto, Zeus' wife, 
gave birth to such stupidity. 

(lph. Taur. 385-86) 

T hen she ends by deciding that the Taurians misread their goddess (!ph . 
Taur. 390-91). 

Euripides suddenly displays to the audience Iphigeneia 's inner feelings. 
Before and after this speech, the audience sees her externally. as she inter
acts with Taurian attendants in her priestess role. But this speech is an 
emotional ekkuklrma. It gives the audience a glimpse behind that role, a 
glimpse which the Taurians cannot have. The rkkuklima is the visual ana
logue of words by which a character comes "out," yet that are them
selves the vehicle of illusion, since there is no character there inside, only 
an actor. 

We see the ekk11klima's symbolic power full y in relation to the comple
mentary equipment, the mikhani, which swung actors down onto the 
stage from above,96 sometimes representing human heroes on winged 
car o r steed, but also, often, representing gods. The divine epiphany on 

96 Illustrated in IGD, m.t, 17, lll.J, 34: two South Italian vases of th~ bter fifth century 
illustrating Aiskh., Cariaru, Eur., Mtd. The sundard view of milchani (based on TDA , 
127-18): e.g .. Webster, Produttion, tlf.; Bieber, History. 76; Simon, Tiotatu, 6; /CD, 8, 
who cite vase painting from the late fifth-century onward. Taplin. Stagma.ft, 444- 47, d is
cusses its problems. H is only real candidates for its usc: in extant t ragedy arc O kcanos 
(Aiskh., Prom.) and the Mus~ (Eur .. Rlrts.; Stagtcra.ft, #5 . 261). Lefkowitz, " Aristo
phancs, ·• doubts any lifth-c~ntury usc of th~ mikhanl. But it is substantiated by late fifth
c~ntury vases from South lt~ly, at least. Even Pickard-Cambridge, who opposed the t lcku· 
kllma, accepted the mlkha11i. As with che tkkulclima , the criterion of Aristophanic passages 
should be how funny chcy arc. Aerial suspension is closely linked with tragedy. Lefkowitz 
rightly macks ideas d~riv~d from fourth-century or H~llcniscic commentaries, whose as
sumpt.ions were "'deduced directly from the !Clct " (144. 148). That should not preclude our 
own use of a text and its cont~xt. But again, my ugumcnt, as a whole. does not depend on 
a fifth-century mikloa11l . 
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the mikhani, deus ex macbina, was popular in fourth-century tragic per
formance. It may have begun in the fi ft h ccntury. 97 

Together the two machines epitomize ways dramatic situations 
change. T he interior opens up, something comes out from within, or a 
new force enters from the outside, and rearranges the si tuation. The two 
ilJustrate a tension in tragic imagery of mind between emotion as some
thing within. expressed outside, :md emotion as demonic force which 
enters from the outside and disturbs. Ekkuklima and mikhani embody the 
theater's dialectics of outside and inside, and above all the way dramatists 
use these dialectics representing human feeling. 

The two machines had human equivalents. The later writer Philostra
tos assumes that Aiskhylos created tragedy with all the features be him
self knows of, in the second century c. E. In some respects he is 
anachronistic. He includes high boots, typical of the bter stage. But he 
also includes some features of true fifth-century tragedy: " types of heroes 
and what must be done on and behind the skini." He also mentions "an
geloi and exangeloi. "98 

It is dear what he means. A11geloi, "messengers," tell you what has 
happened outside the tragic site. They bring in a report from M ount Ki
thairon (Eur. , Bakklr. 1024-11 p) or the beach at Troezen (Eur. , Hipp. 
I1 53-1264). But the exangclos, " messenger-out," brings out news from 
inside. The difference is manifest in the pidipous Tyram1os. An angelos ar
rives from outside, from Corinth, to say Oidipous' presumed parents are 
dead. The exangelos comes out from within, to speak ofjokasta's suicide, 
and Oidipous' self-blinding in the palace (Oid. Tyr. 924f., 1223f.). 

Philostratos sees Aiskhylos as the g reat man who made tragedy into 
what it is in his day. He may not be right, that Aiskhylos began the sys
tem of angeloi and exangeloi. He implies that fifth-century poets and au
dience were aware of the diffe~ence between angelos and exangelos, and 
used this terminology to refer to it. Maybe they did not. But it seems 
likely they were at least aware, for the two match so firmly the m(khatli 
and ekkuktema. Ekkuklima and exangelos bring news out of the house and 
onto the stage, in the entry that is also an exit. Micl1arri and angelos bring 
news into the theater from somewhere altogether elsewhere. 

A formal apparatus, both human and mechanical, therefore underl ines 
the tension between the inside and the outside of theatrical space, internal 
and external sources of dramatic change. Dy this apparatus, tragedy's 
visually perceived, physical relationships become a concrete correlate for 
ideas and images of inside and outside, intellectually and imaginatively 
perceived, which run th rough tragic language about human interiors. 

97 Thro ugh Taplin. Attion, 12, 185 n. 20, doubts that fifth-century epiphanies h~ppcncd 
on the miklrani. 

OJ Philostratos, Livts ofd•t Sophists, 1.9. 



Ruth Padel 

T he inside and outside of the theater's space offers the watching imagi
nation a way of thinking about the inside and outside of other structures 
important to tragedy: city, house, self. 

T he performance of a tragedy, articulated through spatial dualities, 
reinforces the drama's other dualities by which it presents human beings. 
The audience see movement between opposed spaces. Actors step into 
the chorus' space, the chorus into the actors' space. Ghosts rise from the 
underworld. The door is simultaneously an exit and an entrance. Seen 
and unseen arc kept apart, yet the one is invaded by the other. Such 
movements crystallize visually the communication, invitation, menace, 
between opposed people which the drama (verbal analogue to the thea
ter's space) embodies. The " language" of any theater is a mix of move
ments: movements of thought and relationships expressed in words, 
movements of body expressed in space.99 

Emotions created by a drama arc brought about in a mixture of verbal 
and bodily language. Greek tragedians use entry and exit to underline the 
feelings of their characters. Body movements provide the dynamics 
within which emotion works. The stage is mapped by movements in op
posite directions, safety to danger, danger to safety; enclosedness to 
openness and change, or vice versa; abroad to home; underworld (or di
vine world) to the human world, and vice versa. 100 

l l owever, this theater's movements in space were also a formal mirror 
for the more intimate and even more violent movement which the words 
tell the audience to imagine happpening in other spaces. The words often 
point outward. In each epoch of tragedy, the world to whjch tragic lan
guage points will be different. In Greek tragedy, it points to a world out
side which is truly haunted by furies, where gods journey over oceans, 
mad people wander over continents, prophecies Bit around above a mur
derer's head; where shjps sail toward us, away from us, ram each other 
and sink. 10 1 Where people meet appalling pain, both physical and men
tal; where they are quite literally tom apart. 102 

90 Artaud, "Cruelty," SJ-s6, stresses theater's need for physical "expression in space." 
Theater has a "unique language, halfway between gesture and thought." To the "auditory 
language of sounds," it adds the "visual language of objects, movements, attitudes, ges
tures" which together create an "alphabet" of signals. The theater organizes its "languag~" 
into "hieroglyphs," intricate units, ways of showing people and objects whose symbolism 
and interconnections are related at all levels. We cannot recreate the "alphabet" used by the 
fifth-century theater. We work with hypotheses drawn from ambiguous evidence. Dut we 
can try to be alive to any part of that language that may reach us. 

100 As Taplin's whole project in" Stogterajt has shown us; see detailed examples in his 
"Sophocles." 

101 Aiskh., Eum. 397-404, Supp. S38-73; Soph. Oid. Tyr. 48l; Aiskh., Supp. 7tl- l), 
Ptrs. 374-418; Eur., Htl. t4Sl-Sof, 1611. 

10 ' Soph., Tralth. 7<\s-88, Ant. 1126-69: Eur., &It/thai tllS-39· 

MAKIN G SPA C E SPEAK 

But tragedy's words always point inward too,10J to an inner world of 
equally violent movement, destructjon, pajn, which corresponds to the 
"underside" of theater 's visible space. 104 Through the hieroglyphics of 
Athenian tragedy. movements in space, both seen and unseen, convey 
the culture's understanding of movements into and out of mind and self 
and above aiJ, of their unseen violence. ' 

'
0

J C f. a modem di rector 's undemanding of the blend of inner and outer landscape in 
Shakespeare's language. The Elizabethan stage was "'a neu tral open platform-just 2 place 
With some doors .... T his theater not only allowed the playwright to roam 1M world, 11 

a~so allowed him free passage from the world of action to the world of inner impres
SIOns . .. : Shakespeare was not satisfied with ... unknown continents: through his im
ag~ry-plctures drawn from the world of fabulous discoveries-he: penetrates a psychic 
ex1stcnce whose geography and movements are just as vita l for us to undersund today." 
Drook, Empty Spoct, 97. 

'
04 The theater uses images and movements not "solely for the external pleasure of eye or 

ear, b_ut for that ... of the spirit. Thus, the theater space will be utilized not only in its di
mensions and volume but, so to speak, in its ""dmides (dam ses dessous] ." Aruud, "Cru
elty, .. 68. 
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